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Introduction
Synthetic aperture radar (SAR) systems use electromagnetic (EM) waveform transmissions to illuminate objects, and images are created
from processing reflections or echoes [1]. These technologies have seen many advances in recent decades, and SAR systems are now
widely deployed to support critical remote mapping/sensing capabilities. SAR transmitters are typically installed on moving airborne or
satellite platforms to operate at stand-off ranges and collect terrain data measurements. The measured data, collected from multiple
passes/scans is interpreted by advanced SAR interferometry algorithms into surface terrain maps to help discriminate (detect) key
landscape features, e.g., fault lines, bodies of water, forests and vegetation, glaciers, etc. Some of the most technical tasks include
discriminating foliage in mapped terrains, identifying forest types, discerning tree heights, and detecting anomalies or hidden objects
beneath foliage - termed the foliage penetration (FOPEN) problem [2], [3].
Many studies have developed theoretical, numerical, and computational models for FOPEN behaviors and confirm that lower frequencies
in the ultra-high frequency (UHF) and very high frequency (VHF) bands are ideal for FOPEN. This is due to the associated wavelengths
being notably larger than tree leaves and most branches, allowing EM transmissions to easily penetrate through. Consequently, many
FOPEN studies have used these frequency bands [4], [5], [6], [7] & [8]. Other more common frequency bands studied are the P-, L-, S-,
C-, and X- bands [9], [10], [11], [12], [13], [14], [15], [16]. A smaller body of research has considered higher frequencies in the K-band
(18 – 27 GHz range) and Ka-band (27 - 40 GHz range) with wavelengths on the order of millimeters - the physical dimension of most
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leaves [17], [18], [19] & [20]. These studies have indicated that the smaller wavelengths result in greater EM wave interaction with foliage,
increasing scattering and attenuation effects, and decreasing mapping performance.

Problem Statement
Due to the increasing interest in using higher Ku-band frequencies (12-18 GHz) for FOPEN, there is a growing need to quantify the
interaction of foliage with Ku-band frequencies for consulting purposes; and to aid with enhanced technology support for applications in
both the commercial and military domains. Overall, this important area remains largely unaddressed in the modeling realm today because
of the required heavy model detail and substantial computational resources.

Overview
This research lays out a FOPEN modeling methodology that introduces a range of new innovations and contributions to address the
phenomenology of Ku-band EM wave transmissions through moderate foliage. Two highly detailed computer-aided design (CAD) tree
models were created using Arbaro – an open source tree generating software [21]. Due to the level of detail, the models required the
geometry editing and finite element modeling (FEM) (i.e. pre-processing) tools available in Altair HyperMesh. The FEM trees were
imported into Altair FEKO where FOPEN computational electromagnetic (CEM) behaviors at L- and Ku-band are characterized.

CAD Tree Modeling
Arbaro is a free online software, written in Java, used to create realistic CAD tree models [21]. The premises of the creation and rendering
of this model is explained in [22]. The only files Arbaro reads in are XML files and it exports POV-RAY, DXF or Wavefront OBJ files. A
library of trees already created exists for convenience or a user can create trees from scratch. Various geometrical parameters are
presented for flexibility to allow a user to design a desired tree.
When starting to create a tree, a general menu with sub-menus of tree shape, trunk radius and leaves establishes the main structure of
the tree as shown in Figure 1. During this initial setup, the number of levels is selected. Levels refer to the recursion of branches/stems.
For example, the first level is just the trunk, the second level is the trunk with one level of branches and so on. Once the main structure
of the tree is created, there are parameter menus for each designated level. Some of the parameters that are chosen are the tree shape,
tree height, trunk radius, leaf shape, stem length and curvature at each level.

Figure 1: Arbaro Software GUI
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To study the influence different types of trees and tree parameters have on FOPEN, a deciduous and an evergreen tree were created for
the main simulations. Specifically, a quaking aspen tree (deciduous) and piñon pine tree (evergreen) were designed in Arbaro. The tree
dimensions for both models came from a conglomeration of a general online search of the real-world dimensions of each tree species.

Quaking Aspen Tree Model
The Arbaro design parameters of the quaking aspen tree model mostly came from the quaking aspen tree file pulled from the Arbaro
library, however, a few parameters were changed. The height of the tree is 14 m, the trunk diameter is 0.5 m, the canopy diameter is 6.6
m, the leaf width is 0.078 m and the leaf thickness is 0.1 mm. The Arbaro parameters for this tree model are fully detailed in [23] and [24].
Figure 2 displays a snapshot of the quaking aspen model and a cluster of real quaking aspen trees found in the Jemez Mountains in NM.

Figure 2: Quaking aspen tree model in FEKO and a cluster of real quaking aspen trees found in the Jemez Mountains in NM.

Piñon Pine Model
To create the piñon pine tree, the Arbaro library tamarack tree file was loaded, and the parameters were heavily varied. The height of the
tree is 6 m, the trunk diameter is 0.12 m, the canopy diameter at the base is 2 m, the canopy diameter at the top is 0.5 m, the needle
length is 0.04 m and the needle thickness is 0.1 m. The Arbaro parameters for this tree model are fully detailed in [23] and [24]. An
approximate model of a moderate foliage piñon pine tree versus a real piñon pine tree in Albuquerque, NM is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Piñon pine tree model in FEKO and a real piñon pine tree in Albuquerque, NM.

Pre-Processing Overview
The preparation of the model for analysis entailed utilizing both FEKO and HyperMesh and their ability to import and export common file
formats. A majority of this stage was performed within HyperMesh to clean the geometry such that a finite element model of reasonable
size and high quality would be obtained. The Quaking Aspen model was the first model pre-processed, which established a workflow
summarized in Figure 4; and subsequently saved time on processing the piñon pine tree model.

Figure 4: Pre-processing Workflow
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Model Editing & Meshing
The tree model was first imported into FEKO with a DXF format, converted and exported as STEP file, and finally imported into Altair
HyperMesh where geometry and mesh pre-processing may be performed. Upon import the tree trunk and branches are recognized as
separate solids and the leaves as surfaces; for example, the quaking aspen has 351 solids and 14,400 surfaces. To apply a mesh to the
tree truck and branches several geometry clean-up steps needed to be performed. Merging of the branches to the trunk was performed
through a global Boolean operation in which the intersecting surfaces of the solids were automatically recognized, trimmed, and merged.
Due to the global nature of the Boolean operation it was important to set the geometry stitching tolerance to a size smaller than the edge
lengths at the tips of the branches; otherwise solids may collapse into surfaces.
To reduce the number of elements and improve mesh size transition from the relatively large trunk to the tips of the branches it was
important to remove unnecessary topology features. To reduce the amount of manual geometry cleanup the geometry auto-cleanup
feature was used with a “criteria” settings file containing the necessary parameters to remove features such as redundant lines and points.
The last step of geometry editing entailed trimming the tips (i.e. “blunting”) of the branches such that they could be meshed with a
reasonable size in relation to the trunk. Figure 5 illustrates the relatively small size of the branch tips to the leaves.

Figure 5: Quaking aspen branch and leaf detail (LEFT) and a zoomed in view showing relative size (RIGHT).

To perform the mesh optimization the “Mesh Controls Browser” was utilized for several important features. First, all parameter settings
could be defined, reviewed, and saved, which allowed the tracking of changes and remeshing. Secondly, to aid in the mesh size transition
the branches were assigned to meshing “regions” which received separate meshing parameters. Another important feature was applying
a robust meshing algorithm called “feature based” meshing, which is suited for the detailed geometry of the tree models. Tables 1 and 2
contain the final meshing parameters used for both models. To improve the small percentage of elements which fell outside of the quality,
a global mesh auto-cleaning feature was used. With the final quality check, the finite element model was exported as an STL. The STL
was then imported into CADFEKO for the remaining steps of material assignment and solver setting selection.
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Table 1: Quaking aspen tree model mesh parameters
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Table 2: Piñon pine tree model mesh parameters
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Material Assignment
The dielectric values for these models were calculated using the dielectric value equation model in [25], which is discussed in a report
[23] and a dissertation [24]. This dielectric value equation model provided a reliable normalized method for calculating dielectric values
across all frequency ranges.
The frequencies used for simulations are 1.3 GHz (L-band) and 16.7 GHz (Ku-band). These exact frequency values are selected because
they are considered to be the center frequency in their respective frequency range according to [26]. As previously mentioned, Ku-band
is the frequency range of interest, however, an L-band frequency is chosen since there are a lot of measured and simulated FOPEN data
in this range. Therefore, this lower frequency can be used as a benchmark. Also, simulations run significantly faster at this lower
frequency, thus this frequency is used to obtain results faster for assessment and vetting before the Ku-band simulation is ran.
For L-band simulations, the front medium of elements representing the trunk/branch are assigned as free space. The back medium is
assigned the manually-defined dielectric value and the face medium is set to dielectric boundary. The mesh elements representing the
leaves have front and back medium that is set to free space and the face medium is assigned the manually defined layered dielectric with
a thickness of 0.1 mm. For the Ku-band, an impedance sheet is assigned as the face medium for trunk/branch elements. The first order
surface impedance is equal to the characteristic impedance of the dielectric medium. The impedance sheet real and imaginary parts are
calculated from the conductivity, permittivity, permeability, and frequency as follows:
𝑧
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𝑍
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The conductivity: σ = 0, the angular frequency: ω = (2π * frequency), the permeabilities: 𝜇
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come from the calculated dielectric value equation model [25]. The constants
𝜀
are considered for free space.

Quaking Aspen Tree Material Parameters
For the dielectric value calculation model [25], the gravimetric moisture content for the leaves is Mg = 0.8 and for the trunk, Mg = 0.5.
These gravimetric moisture content values of a quaking aspen tree are given in [12] & [27]. The bulk density of the leaves is ρ = 0.25
g/cm3 and the trunk is ρ = 0.4 g/cm3. These bulk density values for a deciduous tree are given in [28] & [29]. The temperature is 20 ⁰C,
which is an annual temperature in Jemez Springs, NM, a place where these trees can be commonly found. The ionic conductivity is σ =
1.27, which is a value given in [25]. Implementing these parameters in the dielectric value model equation gives a relative permittivity at
L-band (1.3 GHz), εr = 36.6551 - j11.2909 for the leaves and εr = 19.3309 – j6.4633 for the trunk. The relative permittivity at Ku-band (16.7
GHz) is εr = 21.3085 – j13.1560 for the leaves, εr = 11.1406 – j5.9810 for the trunk and the impedance sheet value for the trunk is Zs =
35.0048 – j29.6380.

Piñon Pine Tree Material Parameters
For the dielectric value model calculation [25], the gravimetric moisture content for the needles is Mg = 0.8 and for the trunk Mg = 0.6.
These gravimetric moisture content values of a pine species are given in [27]. The bulk density of the needles is ρ = 0.25 g/cm3 and the
trunk is ρ = 0.4 g/cm3. These bulk density values for a coniferous tree are given in [28] & [29]. The temperature is 20 ⁰C, which is an
annual temperature in Jemez Springs, NM, a place where these trees can be commonly found. The ionic conductivity is σ = 1.27, which
is a value given in [25]. Implementing these parameters in the dielectric value model equation gives a relative permittivity at L-band (1.3
GHz), εr = 36.6551 - j11.2909 for the needles and εr = 25.5800 – j8.2261 for the trunk. The relative permittivity at Ku-band (16.7 GHz) is
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εr = 21.3085 – j13.1560 for the needles, εr = 14.7923 – j8.5602 for the trunk and the impedance sheet value for the trunk is Zs = 24.9415
– j22.1975.

Simulation Setup and Solver Settings
As the material properties are assigned to the mesh elements appropriately and the frequency of simulation is defined, the next step was
selecting the solver. The optimal method for solving this problem was found to be the multilevel fast multipole method (MLFMM). This is
because MLFMM is best suited for solving electrically large problems (large trees at high frequencies) with small details, such as the
leaves and small branches on the trees. Therefore, the MLFMM solver was activated from the solver settings. MLFMM is an alternative
formulation of the technology behind the method of moments (MoM) and applies to electrically large problems (in terms of wavelength).
MLFMM can be applied to large models that were previously treated with the MoM without having to change the mesh.

Figure 6: Interactions of MLFMM compared to MoM

The MLFMM differs from the MoM in such a way that it first groups the basis functions and then computes the interaction between groups
of basis functions, rather than between individual basis functions and in so doing reduces the number of interactions that need to be
calculated as shown in Figure 6. An iterative solution utilizing a fast matrix-vector product is used during the MLFMM solution phase.
FEKO employs a boxing algorithm that encloses the entire computational space in a single box at the highest level, dividing this box in
three dimensions into a maximum of eight child cubes and repeating the process iteratively until the side length of each child cube is
approximately a quarter wavelength at the lowest level. Only populated cubes are stored at each level, forming an efficient tree-like data
structure.

Processing and Interpreting the Results
The data from the FEKO simulations are post-processed with MATLAB [30]. Far field and near field data are analyzed, and the impulse
response (IPR) from these FOPEN models is used to interpret the results. Detail on the post-processing of the results are in [24].

Impulse Response (IPR)
The IPR is a measure of fidelity of the image with respect to the target scene. An ideal truth target is infinitesimally small in all dimensions,
has enough radar cross section (RCS) and is distortionless. A target with these characteristics is referred to as a “point target” (impulse
reflector, impulse target) and the resulting EM wave interaction is analogous to a mathematical impulse or Dirac delta function. A triangular
trihedral target is a real-world target that closely resembles an ideal point target. The response from this impulse target produces an IPR
in the image. The IPR is 2D because the radar is bandlimited and limited in its observation aspects, which restricts the ability to render
the impulse response, causing the energy to spread in 2D. Often only principal-axes cuts are displayed, which are referred to as the
“range IPR” and the “azimuth IPR”. IPR analysis corresponds to Fourier analysis. An in-depth discussion of IPR is found in [31] and [32].
For the purposes of this research, the question is “how does the foliage impact the IPR?” Therefore, when analyzing the results, FOPEN
simulation results should be compared to the ideal IPR. This will provide insight as to the level of perturbation that the foliage is causing
in the scene. A coherence measurement, which is basically a normalized cross-correlation coefficient, is commonly performed when
analyzing these results as a way of calculating the similitude [33] and [34].
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For this problem, interest is not just in the number but the likeness in the IPR plots. Ideal range and cross-range IPR results with nothing
in the scene (i.e. full transmission) are shown in Figure 7 (a) & (b). A Hamming windowing function is applied to the data for sidelobe
control [32]. For the range simulation, the VV polarized incident plane wave (θ) is theta = 45⁰ and phi = 90⁰ with 30 frequencies ranging
from 1.225 – 1.375 GHz and an increment of 5.17241 MHz. For the cross-range simulation, the VV polarized incident plane wave (θ) is
45⁰ with 64 different phi angles spanning from 86.6957⁰ - 93.3044⁰ with an increment of 0.1049⁰ at a frequency of 1.3 GHz.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7: Ideal (a) range and (b) cross-range IPR results with nothing in the scene (i.e. full transmission), tapered with a
Hamming windowing function.

Simulation Setup and Results
Several different scenes were simulated with both the quaking aspen and the piñon pine tree models. The specific scene setup and
parameters are detailed in [24]. The first simulations are a comparison between some far field results and near field results. These results
validate the reciprocity claim, which will be explained later. The other simulations are near field results for both tree models at different
frequencies.

Quaking Aspen Tree Far Field and Near Field
Simulations calculating the far field, in particular at Ku-band, took a long time to run. A workaround was to calculate the near field, however
it first needed to be demonstrated that the far field and near field conveyed the same information and supported the claim of reciprocity.

Quaking Aspen Tree L-band Far Field
A far field scene with the quaking aspen tree model and the perfect electric conductor (PEC) triangular trihedral was first simulated. This
scene is simulated at L-band with a 1 m resolution (range and cross-range) and a VV polarization. The interior dimension of the triangular
trihedral is 2.3077 m (10λ). The incident plane wave (θ) is 45⁰ and phi spans 64 different phi angles from 86.6957⁰ - 93.3044⁰ with an
increment of 0.1049⁰. The frequency ranges from 1.225 – 1.375 GHz with a bandwidth of 150 MHz and an increment of 5.17241 MHz
giving 30 frequencies. The monostatic RCS far field results are recorded and post-processed to calculate the impulse response (IPR),
which are shown in Figure 8 (a – c). A top view of the scene with the workplane grid on to show the locations of the triangular trihedral
and the quaking aspen tree, which corresponds to the 2D IPR result is shown in Figure 8 (d).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 8: L-band quaking aspen tree and triangular trihedral far field results, (a) range axis IPR, (b) cross-range axis IPR and
(c) 2D IPR and (d) a top view of the scene with the workplane grid on.

Quaking Aspen Tree L-band Far Field Results Analysis
When analyzing the range IPR in Figure 8 (a), the anticipated peak at range 0 is present. In the sidelobes are additional lower peaks
around range -15 from the multipath echoes and around range 11 from the foliage. There is obvious perturbation from the foliage, which
is clear when comparing the range IPR results to the ideal range IPR plot. In the cross-range IPR there is slight variation from the ideal
cross-range IPR results. This demonstrates that a good portion of the signal is being transmitted through the foliage. All of this is observed
in the 2D IPR image. The triangular trihedral peak is seen at the center of the scene. From about range 8.5 to 15, direct and multipath
echoes can be seen from the quaking aspen tree. The tree is a volume reflector and has many surfaces that reflect, diffract, attenuate,
etc. the radar signal. Therefore, there are direct echoes from the near field of the tree and multipath echoes from inside and other surfaces
of the tree. This is why the tree has more of a dull spread appearance and is not as sharp as the triangular trihedral, which is a point
target. Additionally, the incident plane wave is coming in at a grazing angle (slant angle) of 45⁰ and this will offset the exact location of
the tree in the 2D IPR results. At the far end of the scene behind the triangular trihedral (around range -15) is a ghost target from the
multipath echoes.
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Quaking Aspen Tree L-band Near Field
Another simulation with the quaking aspen tree at L-band with a VV polarization and a 1 m cross-range resolution was run but in this
scenario the triangular trihedral is removed and a near field prob is placed at the center of the scene (0, 0, 0) where the triangular trihedral
apex was located for the far field simulation. The incident plane wave (θ) is 45⁰ and phi spans 64 different phi angles from 86.6957⁰ 93.3044⁰ with an increment of 0.1049⁰ at a frequency of 1.3 GHz. An additional simulation was run for L-band near field range with a 1 m
range resolution, a phi angle of 90⁰ and a frequency range from 1.225 – 1.375 GHz with a bandwidth of 150 MHz and an increment of
5.17241 MHz giving 30 frequencies. The raw, post-processed and range axis IPR results for the near field range are displayed in Figure
9 (a – e), and the raw, post-processed and cross-range axis IPR results for the near field cross-range are displayed in Figure 10 (a - e).

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
Figure 9: L-band quaking aspen tree near field range results, (a) E-field magnitude (Ex, Ey, Ez), (b) E-field phase (Ex, Ey, Ez), (c)
E-field magnitude (ER, E, E), (d) E-field phase (ER, E, E) and (e) range axis IPR.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
Figure 10: L-band quaking aspen tree near field cross-range results, (a) E-field magnitude (Ex, Ey, Ez), (b) E-field phase (Ex, Ey,
Ez), (c) E-field magnitude (ER, E, E), (d) E-field phase (ER, E, E) and (e) cross-range axis IPR.

Quaking Aspen Tree L-band Near Field Results Analysis
The magnitude and phase of the E-fields (Ex, Ey, Ez), which is the raw data from FEKO, is only shown to display the original orientations
and curves of the data. The post-processed data, which is the electric fields for the range, phi and theta (ER, E, and E) is where the
information is conveyed. Since there are no abrupt changes in the curves and all vary slowly, this means that there is not much modulation
in the transmitted signal. This is validated by the range and cross-range IPR plot, which slightly varies from the ideal cross-range IPR
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results. Also, strong signal from the theta direction is due to the radar being sensitive to theta because of the VV polarization. Further
analysis on these results are discussed in the last section.

Reciprocity Validation
The reciprocity theorem as applied to antennas is a statement of interchanging the transmitted antenna and receiving antenna and
obtaining the same measurement [35] and [36]. For the FOPEN problem, it can be argued that putting a transmitter antenna above the
foliage and the receiver antenna underneath the foliage and then swapping the transmitter antenna and receiver antenna locations, the
electric fields will be the same. The argument is that the EM wave has the same path and obstacles going into the foliage as it does
going out. This is the basis for the validity of using the near field results in lieu of the full far field simulation. Related to this problem, an
EM wave is transmitted through the foliage and the near fields are recorded underneath the foliage where the triangular trihedral would
be located. For the far field calculations, the monostatic RCS is recorded, which means the EM wave is transmitted through the foliage
to the triangular trihedral target, which ideally reflects all of the energy back to the receiving/transmitting radar, taking the identical path
back. This is a two-way transmission. Essentially, with this scenario, the signal received back to the radar above the foliage would receive
two times (in dB) the near field signal. Figure 11 shows the near field cross-range IPR results overlaid on the far field cross-range IPR
results. The far field results are very similar with the near field IPR results indicating that the same information is being conveyed. As for
the far field range IPR results versus the near field range IPR results, there are slight variations in peaks because of the triangular trihedral
in the far field scene causing some extra signals. Thus, a direct overlay cannot be done but both plots indicate the same information that
there is slight perturbation and a lot of transmission through the foliage.

Figure 11: L-band quaking aspen tree near field (pink) overlaid on far field (blue) cross-range axis IPR results.

Quaking Aspen Tree Ku-band Near Field
A simulation with the quaking aspen model at Ku-band with a 1 m cross-range resolution and VV polarization is run. A similar simulation
with these parameters is carried out but in this scene the tree model is rotated 10⁰. For both simulations, the incident plane wave (θ) is
45⁰ and there are 32 different phi angles from 89.7427⁰ - 90.2573⁰ with an increment of 0.0166⁰ at a frequency of 16.7 GHz. A near field
probe is placed at the center of both scene scenarios and the near field results are calculated. The post-processed and cross-range IPR
results for the tree models are displayed in Figure 12 (a – c) and Figure 13 (a – c).
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.
(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 12: Ku-band quaking aspen tree in the original location near field results, (a) E-field magnitude (ER, E, E), (b) E-field
phase (ER, E, E) and (c) cross-range axis IPR.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 13: Ku-band quaking aspen tree rotated 10⁰ near field results, (a) E-field magnitude (ER, E, E), (b) E-field phase (ER, E,
E) and (c) cross-range axis IPR.

Quaking Aspen Tree Ku-band Near Field Results Analysis
The results for the quaking aspen model at Ku-band convey the same information as the L-band results. The slight shift in the tree model
orientation shows consistency between the results and unique signatures are correlated with each position. The small changes in the
electric field curves as well as the little variation in the cross-range IPR results communicate that there is transmission at this higher
frequency range. However, the magnitude is lower than the magnitude of the results for L-band. This is because of the increased
scattering at Ku-band, which prevents some transmission. Steep rises and/or drops in the E-field phase results can be seen and this is
due to a  phase jump. Further analysis on these results are discussed in the last section.

Piñon Pine Tree L-band Near Field
The piñon pine tree model at L-band with a 1 m cross-range resolution is simulated. A similar simulation is carried out with the piñon pine
tree model rotated 10⁰. For both simulations, the polarization is VV and the incident plane wave (θ) is 45⁰ and phi spans 64 different phi
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angles from 86.6957⁰ - 93.3044⁰ with an increment of 0.1049⁰ at a frequency of 1.3 GHz. A near field probe is placed at the center of both
scenes and the near field results are calculated. The post-processed results for the tree model in the original location are displayed in
Figure 14 (a – c).

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 14: L-band piñon pine tree in the original location near field results, (a) E-field magnitude (ER, E, E), (b) E-field phase
(ER, E, E) and (c) cross-range axis IPR.

Piñon Pine Tree L-band Near Field Results Analysis
Comparing the results across the different types of trees, similar trends are observed. The E-field magnitudes for this piñon pine tree Lband simulation are in range with the quaking aspen L-band magnitudes. However, the piñon pine tree model E-field magnitude has a
little less modulation than the quaking aspen tree model E-field magnitude results, which indicates that there is more transmission through
the piñon pine tree model. Further analysis on these results are discussed in the last section.

Piñon Pine Tree Ku-band Near Field
The piñon pine tree at Ku-band with a 1 m cross-range resolution and a VV polarization is simulated. A similar simulation is carried out
with the piñon pine tree model rotated 10⁰. For both simulations, the incident plane wave (θ) is 45⁰ and there are 32 different phi angles
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from 89.7427⁰ - 90.2573⁰ with an increment of 0.0166⁰ at a frequency of 16.7 GHz. A near field probe is placed at the center of both
scenes and the near field results are calculated. The post-processed results for the tree model in the original location are displayed in
Figure 15 (a – c).

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 15: Ku-band piñon pine tree in the original location near field results, (a) E-field magnitude (ER, E, E), (b) E-field phase
(ER, E, E) and (c) cross-range axis IPR.

Piñon Pine Tree Ku-band Near Field Results Analysis
The results for the Ku-band piñon pine tree model continue the trend of the previous simulations. The magnitudes of the electric fields
are lower than the L-band E-field magnitudes, there is not much distinction in the cross-range IPR, slow variation in the curves, and theta
has the strongest signal. Further analysis on these results are discussed in the next section.

Results Summary
All the results for both trees and both frequencies illustrate transmission through the foliage with slight perturbation in the scene. The slow
transitions of all the E-field curves reveal that not much modulation is occurring at the near field. Similarly, the cross-range IPRs are nearly
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ideal with only minor perturbations close into the main lobe. The E component has the strongest signal because the radar is most
sensitive to this direction due to the VV polarization. As expected, the E-field magnitudes of the L-band results are higher than the E-field
magnitudes of the Ku-band results. This indicates that there is more transmission at the lower frequency. Additionally, when comparing
the results of the E-field magnitude between both frequencies, it appears that the Ku-band curves fluctuate a little more than the L-band
results. This conveys that there is more perturbation at Ku-band. These results coincide with EM theory and the claim that at Ku-band
there is more scattering and less transmission. One observation is that all of the piñon pine tree E-field magnitude curves are flatter
compared to the E-field magnitude curves of the scenes with the quaking aspen tree. It can be speculated that this could be due to the
difference in the leaf structures of both types of trees. The needles on the piñon pine tree are narrow and may allow more transmission.

Conclusion
Lower frequency ranges with corresponding large wavelengths are commonly researched and implemented for FOPEN because these
low frequency ranges have been proven to be effective at penetrating through dense foliage. Many FOPEN related models have been
created to support these lower frequency ranges. However, viewing this problem with a different perspective of not penetrating through
the foliage but rather transmitting through openings in moderate foliage allows opportunities for employing higher frequencies for FOPEN.
The advantage in utilizing higher frequencies is that the associated smaller wavelengths provide finer scan resolutions that overall aid
with foliage characterization and target detection. Additionally, higher frequency radars are generally more compact and can yield sizeable
space and weight savings. For this reason, Ku-band radar systems are commonly used in unmanned aerial systems (UAS).
In this research, two different species of realistic CAD tree models were created for CEM simulations with a particular interest in FOPEN
SAR transmissivity with Ku-band frequencies. As articulated and exemplified throughout this paper, using Ku-band range frequencies for
FOPEN is a challenging problem. As expected, simulation run times for the Ku-band were extensive, and numerous hardware and
software issues arose. Because there are no known developed FOPEN CEM models designed to work at Ku-band, innovative techniques,
customized processing and workarounds had to be explored and implemented. Verification and validation methods were completed
throughout the process to ensure accuracy.
Introductory scenes and results of the FOPEN simulations proved that there is transmission through moderate foliage at the Ku-band.
These results are significant and useful to radar engineers because it establishes that penetration through foliage is viable and higher
frequencies may be applicable for the appropriate foliage scene. However, even with this information, it is known that Ku-band FOPEN
SAR imaging is still a hard problem, and this research demonstrated that this is not always a foliage transparency problem. In this research
a strong reflecting target was meticulously selected, however, many real-world targets do not reflect strong distinguishing signals. This
low RCS will most likely get lost or misrepresented in the echoes from the foliage. This type of problem is more of a residual signal-toclutter (SCR) whereas the problem in this research is obscuration by signal attenuation.
This research provides some noteworthy information, and techniques to discriminate targets through foliage can be developed leveraging
the knowledge that transmissivity is possible at Ku-band. Also, this data gives insight to the usefulness and applicability of existing
technology. For example, perhaps for SAR, a 3D technique like tomography could be useful for “seeing” below the foliage to distinguish
the signatures of the target from the echoes of the foliage. Also, other radar modes like ground moving target indicator (GMTI), where
target movement is detected, might be successfully employed in scenes with moderate foliage.
This research provides valid introductory results that open a lot of other directions and advancements to explore. Future work will be to
vary simulation, tree model and scene parameters for comparison. Some simulation parameters of interest to change are the plane wave
incident angle and polarization. For the tree model features, varying the dielectric value, density of the foliage, tree height and tree trunk
diameter are assumed to bring about differentiating results and would be worth exploring. Including a dielectric ground plane for more of
a realistic approximation and adding in multiple trees to mimic more of a forest environment is the ultimate ideal scene setup. Having this
full scene setup and changing all the parameters of the simulation and tree models would provide a good knowledge base of FOPEN
signatures and characteristics that would aid in a greater understanding of FOPEN phenomenology at the Ku-band.
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